Today, with globalization through the size that international migration has gained, more people who have been raised in different cultures are living together. The international migration brings cultural adaptation problems which occurs together with interaction of people from different cultures. Agreement of communities in different cultures and communicating correctly is important for solving this problems. This research was carried on identification of problems arising from cultural differences and offering solutions for refugee students' in the Z generation in Isparta Gürkan Imam Hatip High School. Focus group discussions are preferred. Some of the problems experienced in intercultural communication of the participants are: have a prejudice, lack of tolerance, lack of respect for other cultures, perception issues, misunderstanding, problems about expressing themselves and social adaptation problems. Some of the proposal for the development of intercultural communication are: the development of cultural empathy, flexibility, cultural adaptation and the creation of cultural synergy. It is expected that creating cultural synergy by intercultural differences and ensuring cultural empathy will contribute to development of social culture.